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Hi, everyone.

This month’s theme is Rope Magic. That includes cut and restored routines, 
linking ropes, moving knots, rope escapes … and even tricks with string and 
thread (even the invisible type!).

So be sure to bring your ropes to the next meeting:

DATE: Wednesday, January 11
TIME: 7:00 PM
WHERE: Beal Secondary School, 525 Dundas Street, London

Room 225

December’s meeting theme was “Mental Magic”. And the mind readers and 
fortune tellers came out in droves! There were almost as many guests as 
members this night, which is a great sign for things to come.

Mark Hogan started things off with “The Trick that Fooled Einstein” where the 
magician predicts the number of coins in a spectator’s hand. Then he did a Larry 
Becker version of Pseudo Psychometry using playing cards, and including a 
mind reading part and a prediction.

Andy Parr showed us his version of Chain Letter from his goodies bought at last 
month’s David Hoy lecture. A spectator chosen one of three hearts and found it 
to the “the perfect match”.

Mike Fisher was at the ready with “Spooked” – Mike Eisenhorn’s excellent 
version of the Haunted Deck. He then read the minds of 3 spectators and 
correctly determined the 3 symbols they had chosen. He then broke an earring 
(yes, an earring) with his mind!

A different take on a book test was shown to us by Steve Seguin, as well as a 
nice card force to use for predictions.

Steve Wallace (one of our many guests) demonstrated his mental powers via 
remote viewing, as well as controlling a spectator to choose a card they were 



thinking of. This lead another guest, Aaron Ward, to determine which objects in 
the room were chosen while he was out of the room.

Mike Fisher had a nice walkaround version for Mental Epic, and Justin Govan
showed us his variation on Steve Wallace’s spectator selection routine.


